Design of flexible FFT core for fast computing of digital signals in real time applications
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ABSTRACT

To meet needs of the customers, real-time signals are processed dynamically in many of the wireless communications, audio/video processing and industrial control applications. The heart of any computation is DSP Processor. Traditionally, dedicated (application-specific) architectures are used for high performance DSP applications. This trend continues today as more digital signal processing and image/video processing algorithms are implemented on single chips. The three optimization factors which every designer will be concerned about are area, speed, and power. Out of which speed is an important factor to be considered in real-time applications. To facilitate the requirement of fast computing, a scalable and reusable FFT Processor is designed and verified for its functionality. In paper a radix-2 butterfly is designed and implemented for fast computation of digital signals which is scaled to perform 8-point DIT FFT and 16-point DIT FFT. The design also supports reconfigurability feature to meet the design specification.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In DSP Processor, Fast Fourier Transform is an efficient algorithm that efficiently computes Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT). The computation speed, performance, accuracy has become vital in latest digital smart devices [1]. Direct calculation of DFT leads to N^2 complex multiplications and N(N-1) complex additions, if there are large number values of N it would take large amount of computation, thus FFT takes less computations which is in the order of O(N log N) based on divide and conquer algorithm. By employing FFT the computations are reduced. New FFT Architectures with Single Path Delay Feedback (SDF) that attenuates the memory, Multipath Delay Feedback (MDF) and other hardware architectures are discussed in [2].

The feed forward architectures are used for high throughput, but these architectures have high latency [3] are mostly used for FFT implementations. FFT Processors are developed for FFT/IFFT computations which are more effective than general purpose DSP processors. FFT Processors consist of an important factor, which is responsible for the fast computation, i.e. radix-2 butterfly.

Internal structure of radix 2 butterflies consists of complex multiplier and an addition/subtraction unit. Different architectures of radix 2 butterfly structures are proposed by changing multiplier and adder units. FFT computation associate multiplier and addition operations. The performance of multiplier in butterfly is very low which affects the hardware units. Replacing the multiplier by booth multiplier can increase the Performance of the unit.

In this paper a 32-bit radix 2 butterflies with booth multiplier and carry look adder is designed using Xilinx ISE tool. Using this radix 2 butterflies 8-point and 16-point FFT was designed and simulated. Results will prove that the radix 2 butterfly is flexible to design any FFT for fast computation of digital signals.

2. RADIX-2 DIT BUTTERFLY

Radix-2 Butterfly is an important part of FFT Computation. The radix 2 decimation in time works by decomposing N point time domain signal into N time domain signals [5]. It is realized by reversing bits of time domain data. Each reconstruction stage in radix-2 performs 2-point butterflies. To derive the algorithm, let us split the summation which involves N/2 data points in the first summation and second sum involves other N/2 data points [6].

\[
X(K) = \sum_{n=0}^{N/2-1} x(n)W_N^{nk} - \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots (1)
\]

\[
X(K) = \sum_{n=0}^{N/2-1} x(n)W_N^{nk} + W_N^{NK/2} \sum_{n=0}^{N/2-1} (n + N/2) W_N^{nk} - \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots (2)
\]

Decimating X(K) equation (1) into even and odd numbered samples

\[
X(2K) = \sum_{n=0}^{N/2-1} x(n) + x \left( n + \frac{N}{2} \right) - \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots (3)
\]
Where \( K = 0,1,2, \ldots \ldots \frac{N}{2} - 1 \)

\[
X(2K + 1) = \sum_{n=0}^{\frac{N}{2} - 1} [x(n) - x\left( n = \frac{N}{2} \right)] \quad - - - - - -(4)
\]

Where \( K = 0,1,2, \ldots \ldots \frac{N}{2} - 1 \)

The computation steps are followed replicated over decimation of the \( \frac{N}{2} \) point DFTs \( X(2K) \) and \( (2K+1) \) as shown in equation 3 and 4.

![Fig. 1: Signal flow graph of DIT FFT](image1)

Radix 2 butterfly consists of multiplier and adder/subtractor sub modules. Booth Multiplier is used instead of normal multiplier [4] is shown in figure-1. Booth multiplier performs signed binary numbers in 2’s complement form. Multiplier consumes large area and more power.

![Fig. 2: Signal flow graph of 8-point DIT FFT](image2)

Realization of 8-point FFT using decimation in time (DIT) butterfly algorithm [8]. The constants are multiplied for the first two columns of the 8-point FFT signal flow are either 1 or \( j \). In the third column, the multiplication of constants is addition/subtraction operation followed by a multiplication which can be easily realized using shift and add operation is shown in figure 2. The data flow graph of 16-point DIT FFT is shown in figure 3. Each butterfly block receives 2 inputs, four stages of butterfly is required to build 16-point FFT. Twiddle factor is a constant [7]. The twiddle factor is multiplied by the butterfly inputs and, the result of the multiplication only deals the real part. Radix 2 butterfly designed is scalable for 4-point, 8-point, 16-point DIT FFT. Radix 2 butterfly designed using booth multiplier and carry look ahead adder is more efficient and flexible than other hardware structure of FFT.

Today's VLSI systems requires less area ,low power and less propagation delays .Hardware multipliers such as Wallace tree multiplier, booth multiplier, and booth encoded Wallace tree multiplier[4].The carry look ahead adder is used in this radix 2 butterfly unit .It reduces the propagation delay and gives faster addition logic.

![Fig. 3: Signal flow graph of 16-point DIT FFT](image3)

3. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

After the design of 32bit radix 2 butterfly. It is inserted in 16-point/32-bitFFT. The FFT computation consists of Radix 2 DIT butterfly, memory unit, LUT, address generation unit and control unit. The block diagram of FFT is depicted in figure 5a.

![Fig. 4: Hardware architecture of Radix 2 Butterfly](image4)

![Fig. 5a: Block Diagram of FFT](image5)
Look up table (LUT) consists of twiddle factors where address generation unit obtains twiddle factors from LUT and stores the value to memory unit. The above block depicts following parameters W and R are inputs to the memory unit [5]. W represents write and R represents read .control unit reads and writes the address to the RAM [7]. The address generation unit produces valid addresses to the RAM as instructed by the control unit.AR and AW represents address read and address write respectively. Butterfly unit performs necessary computations based on the inputs given by AGU and RAM. The result is drawn to RAM to required address.

4. METHODOLOGY
The signal flow chart for designing this FFT is shown figure-5b. These are the steps followed for designing this project .Literature survey of radix 2 butterfly, FFT was done .according to design specification the radix 2 DIT was designed using booth multiplier and carry look ahead adder which are sub modules .HDL Description of these modules was written in Verilog and simulated in Xilinx ISE tool and these sub modules were joined together to build an top module called FFT. This methodology is shown in figure

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The 32bit radix 2 butterflies and 16-pointFFT was designed and simulated using Xilinx ISE Simulation tool. The result is truncated to 32bit MSB for each iteration. This radix 2 butterfly is introduced to FFT for computing of digital signals. The RTL schematic of 32-bit radix 2 butterfly unit is shown in figure-6a. It describes Ai ,Ar, Bi, Br are real and imaginary input signals and out1r,out1i,out2r,out2i are real and imaginary outputs and z1r_c, z2i_c, z2r_c, z2i_c are carryouts signals.

The output of radix 2 butterfly is shown in figure 6c for the inputs Ar=7, Ai=6, Br=3, Bi=1, Tr=3, Ti=1, when clk is high, it performs the required operation and z1r_c, z1i_c z2r_c, z2i_c are the carryouts generated during the computation of inputs. The outputs calculated are as follows where out1r= 7+(3*3) =16, out1i= 6+(3*1)=9, out2r=(3*3)-7=2 ,out2i=(3*1)- 6=3.These are the output manual calculation of radix 2 butterfly which is shown in figure 6c.
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The input addresses are read addr1=4 and read addr2=6, the data stored in that address is write data1=12, write data2=7. Outputs are read data1=12 and read data 2=7 which is shown in figure 7b.

RTL Schematic and simulation of 16-point FFT is shown below. In_real, in_imag, clk, inpush, outstall are inputs to the FFT. Inpush signal and outstall signals are given to control unit for pushing the address to memory unit. out_real, out_imag are outputs in frequency domain.

In_real, in_imag, clk, in_push, out_stall are inputs to the FFT. In_push signal and out_stall signals are given to control unit for pushing the address to memory unit. out_real, out_imag are outputs in frequency domain. Internal schematic of 16-point FFT contains LUT, Address generation unit, RAM, Control unit and radix 2 butterfly is shown in figure 8b.

The above simulation result shows all 16-points which are computed by FFT. The inputs are real and imaginary points with clk. The inputs and outputs are calculated in MATLAB using functions. These outputs are calculated for reference to analyze the outputs in simulation and verify the outputs using MATLAB is equal with simulation results. Figure below shows the inputs and outputs of 16 point FFT using MATLAB where in represents inputs and out represents outputs.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a scalable and reusable radix-2 butterfly is designed, implemented, and verified for the functionality. The radix-2 algorithm was proposed where radix 2 butterfly consists of booth multiplier and carry look ahead adder which reduces the complexity and helps in fast computation of digital
signals which is flexible for other FFT Processors for fast computation. Using which 8-Point FFT and 16-point FFT are performed to check the scalability. The design of radix-2 butterfly, 8-point FFT and 16 point FFT was simulated using Xilinx ISE tool.
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